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Optimal Relay Loation for Resoure-Limited Energy-EÆientWireless CommuniationIonut Cardei� Mihaela Cardei� Lusheng Wangy Baogang XuzDing-Zhu Du�AbstratIn the design of wireless networks, tehniques for improving energy eÆieny and ex-tending network lifetime have great importane, partiularly for defense and ivil/resueappliations where resupplying transmitters with new batteries is not feasible. In thispaper we study a method for improving the lifetime of wireless networks by minimizingthe length of the longest edge in the interonneting tree with deploying additional relaynodes. Let P = fp1; p2; : : : ; png be a set of n terminals in the Eulidean plane. For apositive integer k, the bottlenek Steiner tree problem (BSTP ) asks to �nd a Steinertree with at most k Steiner points suh that the length of the longest edge in the tree isminimized. We give a ratio-p3+� polynomial time approximation algorithm for BSTP,where � is an arbitrary positive number.Keywords: wireless networks, power eÆient, approximation algorithms, Steiner tree,bottlenek Steiner tree.
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1 IntrodutionReent advanes in a�ordable and eÆient eletronis have had a dramati impat on theavailability and performane of radio-frequeny wireless ommuniation equipment. A on-siderable number of defense and ivil appliations involve deployment of omputing deviesor sensors able to ommuniate digital information through wireless onnetions. Ad-howireless networks require no infrastruture, entral aess points or wired swithes. Thewireless nodes run ommuniation protools that enable on-the-y organization of traÆrouting, so that all nodes ahieve end-to-end onnetivity by forwarding data pakets fromone node to a destination node aross multiple hops. The lak of any infrastruture simpli-�es rapid network deployment, espeially useful in situations where human presene is notappropriate or even possible, beause of a dangerous environment. One representative ad-ho wireless network onsists of sensors apable of monitoring the environment and sendingaousti, video or seismi information to a data olletion node. In most ases the sensorsare battery powered and therefore operate for a limited time before they onsume all powerand stop working. For radio-frequeny wireless ommuniation, the transmission power re-quired for a radio signal to be reeived at a destination node loated at distane r from thesoure is proportional to rk, with k 2 [2; 4℄. So, in order to prolong the network lifetime ingeneral, it is desirable to minimize the distane between nodes. When the node positionsare �xed, there are several di�erent methods to extend the network lifetime, mainly basedon power-aware routing and transmission sheduling.This paper ontributes an algorithm for extending the lifetime of a wireless networkwhen n nodes have �xed loations and a number of up to k additional nodes an be plaedat arbitrary positions. The objetive of the algorithm is to build a spanning tree thatonnets the n �xed points and up to k additional nodes in the Eulidean plane, so thatthe length of the longest tree edge is minimized. Hene, the power required to transmiton the longest link is minimized also, and the network lifetime, in terms of onnetivity, isextended.The problem desribed above is a variation of a Steiner tree problem, named bottlenekSteiner tree problem (BSTP for short). A Steiner tree is an ayli network interonnetinga set P of terminals and some other points. Every vertex in a Steiner tree other than aterminals is alled a Steiner point. The bottlenek Steiner tree problem is de�ned as follows:given a set P of n terminals and a positive integer k, �nd a Steiner tree with at most kSteiner points suh that the length of the longest edge in the tree is minimized. Contraryto the lassi Steiner tree problem, degree-2 Steiner points are allowed in BSTP. Instead ofminimizing the total length of the tree, here we want to minimize the length of the longestedge.The BSTP is NP-hard. The work in [10℄ shows that BSTP annot be approximated in2



polynomial time with performane ratios less than 2 and less thanp2 in the retilinear planeand the Eulidean plane, respetively. Moreover, a ratio-2 approximation algorithm wasintrodued for both the retilinear plane and the Eulidean plane in [10℄. For the retilinearplane, this performane ratio is the best possible. A ratio-1.866 approximation algorithmfor the Eulidean plane has been desribed in [11℄. In this paper, we give a randomizedapproximation algorithm with performane ratio p3+ � for the Eulidean plane, where � isan arbitrary positive number.As mentioned above, this problem has an immediate appliation in the design of wirelessnetworks for extending their lifetime. A typial senario where the algorithm an be used,onsists of n units (ombat units, resue rews or sensors) that need to ommuniate. Thealgorithm determines the number and loation of maximum k ommuniation relay nodes(mobile nodes, unmanned aerial vehiles) deployed to improve onnetivity and save powerfor the wireless network. The omputed tree spanning at most n+ k nodes ould be usedto route traÆ between nodes.This paper ontinues in setion 2 with a presentation of other tehniques to optimizepower onsumption in wireless networks. Setion 3 presents the main theorem that provesthep3+� approximation performane and ontinues with the algorithm desription. Setion4 onludes the paper with some �nal remarks.2 Related WorkThe reent advanes in wireless tehnology have stimulated a strong researh urrent inpower eÆieny for wireless networks. In [2℄, Chang and Tassiulas formulate the maximumlifetime routing problem for a wireless network as a linear program, similar to the maximumow problem with node apaities. Their goal is to maximize the time until the networkpartitions, whih is similar to our goal. Their algorithm omputes optimal data ows for thesingle and the multi-ommodity ases and they also onsider a version for power-eÆientrouting with delay onstraints, where the delay is given by the number of intermediaryhops. Furthermore, Chang and Tassiulas extend their model in [3℄, and introdue a newlass of ow augmentation and ow rediretion algorithms that employ shortest paths andpower onsumption balane aross nodes, proportional to their energy reserves, in orderto maximize the network lifetime. Their approahes onsider stati networks and omputeow-based optimal routes, while our algorithm works on optimal plaement of Steiner points- ommuniation relays - that redue the power onsumption for the bottlenek edges inthe network.In [9℄, Slijepevi and Potkonjak study the problem of plaement of wireless nodes(sensors) into a monitored area and transmission sheduling to ahieve full overage withminimal power utilization. Their heuristi solution for the Set K-Cover problem partitions3



the wireless nodes into mutually exlusive sets, where nodes in eah set fully over themonitored area. Sine at one time only one set of nodes is ative, and the disjoint sets arerotated, signi�ant power savings are ahieved and the network lifetime is extended. Theproposed tehnique works well for appliations that do not need ontinuous onnetivity forall nodes, sensor networks, for instane.A novel power-aware routing method is desribed by Li et al. in [6℄. The authors modelthe network lifetime as the earliest time when a message annot be transmitted and proposea routing algorithm, named max�min zPmin�path, that onsumes at most z Pmin powerwhile maximizing the minimal residual power fration.Steiner trees have been a onstant soure of interesting problems with relevant applia-tions in the wireless networking domain. For variations of Steiner tree problems and theirappliations please refer to [1, 4, 5, 8℄.3 Ratio-p3 approximation algorithm for BSTPIn this setion, we present a ratio-p3 approximation algorithm for BSTP in the Eulideanplane. We start by de�ning some key notions.De�nition 1 A full omponent of a Steiner tree is a subtree in whih eah terminal is aleaf and eah internal node is a Steiner point.De�nition 2 A Steiner tree for n terminals is a k-restrited Steiner tree if eah fullomponent spans at most k terminals.The next theorem haraterizes the performane of our approximation algorithm forBSTP:Theorem 1 Let T be an optimum Steiner tree for BSTP. Then, there exists a 3-restritedSteiner tree with the same number of Steiner points as T suh that the longest edge in thetree is at most p3 times the optimum.Proof. We assume that T is rooted by arbitrarily seleting a Steiner point as its root.We will modify T bottom up into a 3-restrited Steiner tree without inreasing the numberof Steiner points suh that the length of the longest edge is at most p3 times the optimum.Without loss of generality, we assume that T is a full Steiner tree, i.e., every internal nodein T is a Steiner point and every leaf in T is a terminal.We organize the nodes in T level by level (ignoring degree-2 Steiner points). Level 1 isthe lowest level. Level i is the level above level i � 1. Let v be a node at level 3 that hassome grandhildren. Let v0 be a hild of v. If v0 is a Steiner point, we an assume that the4



degree of v0 is 3, i.e., v0 has two hildren that are terminals. Otherwise, suppose that v0 has3 or more hildren that are terminals, say, a, b, and . Assume that a, b,  are positionedlokwise around v0. Then the three angles 6 av0b, 6 bv0 and 6 v0a form 360o. Thus, at leastone of the three angles 6 av0b, 6 bv0 and 6 v0a is at most 120o. Without loss of generality,assume that 6 av0b � 120o and av0 is not shorter than bv0. Then jabj � p3jav0j.Let m be the number of degree-2 Steiner points (not inluding v0) in the path from ato v0. We onstrut a new Steiner tree T 0 by removing all the edges on T , and diretlyonneting a and b with m degree-2 Steiner points so that the length of eah edge in thesegment ab is at most p3. Now, we need only to onsider the tree obtained from T 0 byremoving a and all the degree-2 nodes on the path onneting a and b in T 0.From now on, we assume that the degree of v0 is at most 3. We onsider two ases.Case 1. Every edge below v in T has length no more than 1. We onsider the asewhere v has 4 grandhildren. The ase where v has 3-hildren is simpler and is left to theinterested readers.We �rst onsider that v is a degree-3 node. (See Figure 1.a.) In this ase, we assumethat 6 bv0 > 120Æ and 6 dfe > 120Æ. Otherwise, assume that 6 dfe � 120Æ, then we andiretly onnet d and e. The length of edge de is at most p3. Therefore, we haveminf 6 dfv; 6 efvg < 360Æ � 120Æ2 = 120Æ and minf 6 v0v; 6 bv0vg < 120Æ;i.e., minfjdvj; jevjg < p3 and minfjvj; jbvjg < p3: (1)Without loss of generality, assume that6 dfv = � = minf 6 vv0v; 6 vv0; 6 dfv; 6 efvg (2)and 6 vv0 � 6 vv0b: (3)We will �nd a point h on edge vv0 suh that maxfjhj; jbhj; jdhjg � p3, and onstrut anew tree by removing nodes v0 and f , adding edges h, v, dh, bh, and onneting d ande diretly with a Steiner point w on the middle of de. (See Figure 1.b.) Then, we anontinue the modi�ation proess with n� 3 terminals in P [ fvg � fb; ; d; eg.By (1) and (3), we know that jhj � p3 for any h on the edge vv0. So, we need only tohoose an h to guarantee jbhj � p3 and jdhj � p3.First we suppose that � < 90Æ, then we take h to be the point on edge vv0 suh thatjvhj = 2 � p3. It is lear that jbhj � p3. Note that jdvj � 1 and jfvj � 1. By triangleinequality, jdhj � jdvj + jvhj. It is easy to see that jdvj � p2 when 6 dfv < 90o. (dv is thethird edge in �dfv.) Thus,jdhj � jdvj+ jvhj � p2 + 2�p3 < p3:5
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wFigure 1: a. The original tree. b. The modi�ed tree.Now we suppose that 90Æ � � < 120Æ. By (2) and (3), we know that 6 bv0v < 360Æ �120Æ � � = 240Æ � �. We hoose h to be the point on edge vv0 suh that jvhj = p3 � jdvj.By (1), jvhj > 0. It is easy to see thatjv0hj � 1� jvhj= 1� (p3� jdvj) (4)= 1�p3 +qjdf j2 + jfvj2 � 2jdf jjfvj os �)� 1�p3 +p2� 2 os �: (5)By triangle inequality, jdhj � jdvj+ jvhj = p3: (6)Using (5), we have jbhj2 = jbv0j2 + jv0hj2 � 2jbv0jjv0hj os 6 bv0v� 1 + (1�p3 +p2� 2 os �)2�2(1�p3 +p2� 2 os �) os(240Æ � �)= 1 + (1�p3 +p2� 2 os �)2+2(1�p3 +p2� 2 os �) sin(� + 30Æ)= 1 + (1�p3 + 2 sin �2)2+2(1�p3 + 2 sin �2) sin(� + 30Æ) = G(�):Set H(�) = G(�)� (p3)2.H(�) = 1 + (1�p3 + 2 sin �2)2 + 2(1 �p3 + 2 sin �2) sin(� + 30Æ)� 36



= �2 + (1�p3 + 2 sin �2)2 + 2(1�p3 + 2 sin �2) sin(� + 30Æ):We will show that H(�) � 0 for � 2 [90Æ; 120Æ℄. Then, ombined with (6), h is ertainlya orret hoie.dHd� = 2(1�p3 + 2 sin �2) os �2 + 2(1 �p3 + 2 sin �2) os(� + 30Æ)+2 sin(� + 30Æ) os �2 ;d2Hd�2 = (p3� 1) sin �2 + 2(p3� 1) sin(� + 30Æ) + 2 os �+5 os(3�2 + 30Æ)� os �2 os(� + 30Æ);d3Hd�3 = p3� 12 os �2 + 2(p3� 1) os(� + 30Æ)� 2 sin ��7 sin(3�2 + 30Æ) + 12 os �2 sin(� + 30Æ);d4Hd�4 = �p3� 14 sin �2 � 2(p3� 1) sin(� + 30Æ)� 2 os ��212 os(3�2 + 30Æ)� 14 sin �2 sin(� + 30Æ) + 12 os �2 os(� + 30Æ):If 90Æ � � � 120Æ, then �p32 � os(3�2 + 30Æ) � �1, so it is easy to see thatd4Hd�4 (�) > 0:This means that d3Hd�3 (�) is stritly an inreasing funtion on [90Æ; 120Æ℄. Byd3Hd�3 (90Æ) < 0 and d3Hd�3 (120Æ) > 0;we know that d3Hd�3 (�) = 0 has a unique solution, say �0 2 (90Æ; 120Æ). d2Hd�2 (�) is dereasingon (90Æ; �0), and is inreasing on (�0; 120Æ). Therefore, the maximum value of d2Hd�2 (�) on[90Æ; 120Æ℄ should be either � = 90Æ or � = 120Æ, i.e.,d2Hd�2 (�) � maxfd2Hd�2 (90Æ); d2Hd�2 (120Æ)g < 0 for � 2 [90Æ; 120Æ℄:So, dHd� (�) is stritly dereasing on [90Æ; 120Æ℄, and then we have for � 2 [90Æ; 120Æ℄,dHd� (�) � dHd� (120Æ) > 0:Now, we know that H(�) is a stritly inreasing ontinuous funtion on [90Æ; 120Æ℄.Therefore, H(�) � H(120Æ) = 0:7



Case 2. Some edges below v have length greater than 1. Let u be a Steiner point whihis a hild of v and has degree 3, x and y the two terminals onneted to u.Without loss of generality, suppose that juxj � juyj, ux and uy have l and k Steinerpoints (both inluding u), respetively. Let z be the point on uy suh that juzj = l. Then,we an assume that zy ontains k � l Steiner points (inluding z), and ux and uz ontaintotally 2(l � 1) Steiner points (not inluding u and z). We diretly onnet x and z andequally insert d1:155le � 1 Steiner points into xz. Then, the length of eah edge on xz is2ld1:115le � p3:After that, we still have 2(l � 1) � (d1:115le � 1) = 2l � 1 � d1:115le = b0:885l � 1Steiner points whih an be used to equally break ux into smaller edges. Then, by insertingb0:885l � 1 Steiner points into ux, eah edge on ux has length at mostlb0:885l � p3 if l � 3:By this operation, u is hanged into a vertex of degree 2 in the new tree, then we anontinue the proess with n� 1 terminals in P [ fug n fx; yg.Now we turn into the situation when l � 2. If k > l, we diretly onnet x and y andinsert k � 1 Steiner points into xy, then u beomes a vertex of degree 2 and eah edge onxy is at most 53 < p3.Next, we assume that k = l. Let m be the number of Steiner points on vu (not inludingv). (1) l = 2. If 6 xuy � 120Æ, jxyj � 2p3, we an onnet x and y by inserting a uniqueSteiner point to break xy into two piees of length at most p3, then u is hanged into avertex of degree 2. If 6 xuy > 120Æ, then one of 6 xuv and 6 yuv is less than 120Æ. Assume6 xuv < 120Æ. Then, jvxj � m +p3. We diretly onnet x and v and selet a point z inxv suh that jvzj = 1, and then insert m� 1 Steiner points into xz to break it into equallypiees, and onnet x and y and insert two Steiner points to break xy into equally piees.Thus, z beomes a vertex of degree 2 and eah edge below z has length at most p3 (notethat u is no longer in the new tree). We an now ontinue the proess with n� 1 terminals(P [ fzg) n fx; yg.(2) l = 1, i.e., juxj � 1 and juyj � 1. In this ase, m � 2 (the ase m = 1 has beendisussed in Case 1). If 6 xvy � 120Æ, then we onnet x and y diretly. If 6 xuy > 120Æ,then we an assume 6 xuv < 120Æ. We (1) diretly onnet x and v and selet a point z inxv suh that jvzj = 1, and then insert m� 2 Steiner points into xz to break it into equallypiees, and (2) onnet x and y and insert a Steiner point to break xy into two piees. Wean ontinue the proess with n� 1 terminals (P [ fzg) n fx; yg.8



The algorithm for �nding the approximation of an optimal 3-restrited Steiner tree isthe same as that of [11℄. It uses the notion of hypergraph, de�ned as H = (V; F ), where V isa set of verties and a F is the set of edges, whih is an arbitrary family of subsets of V . Aweighted hypergraph H = (V; F;w) is a hypergraph suh that eah edge e in F has a weightw(e). An r-hypergraph Hr(V; F;w) is a weighted hypergraph, eah edge having ardinalityat most r.The following theorem, introdued in [7℄, proves the existene of a randomized algorithmfor omputing a minimum spanning tree for a weighted 3-hypergraph:Theorem 2 There exists with probability at least 0:5 a randomized algorithm for the mini-mum spanning tree problem for 3-hypergraphs, running in poly(n;wmax) time, where n is thenumber of nodes in the hypergraph and wmax is the largest weight of edges in the hypergraph.We onstrut a weighted 3-hypergraph H3(V; F;w) from the set P of terminals. Herethe vertex set for the hypergraph, V = P , and and the edge set F = f(a; b)ja 2 P and b 2Pg [ f(a; b; )ja 2 P and b 2 P and  2 Pg. To obtain the weight of eah edge in F , weneed to know B, the length of the longest edge in an optimal solution for BSTP. It is hardto �nd the exat value of B. However, we an �nd an approximate value, B0, that is atmost (1 + �)B for any �, in time poly(n; �), as illustrated in steps 1 and 2 in the algorithmlisted below. Interested readers an �nd more details for determining B0 in [11℄.Theorems 1 and 2 prove the existene of the p3 + � approximation algorithm and itsperformane:Theorem 3 For any given � > 0, there exists with probability at least 0:5 a randomizedalgorithm that omputes a Steiner tree with n terminals and at most k Steiner points suhthat the length of the longest edge in the approximated tree is at most p3 + � multipliedwith the length of the longest edge in the optimum tree. The algorithm running time is1� � poly(n; k).Next we present the Bottlenek Steiner tree approximation algorithm:Input: A set P of n terminals in the Eulidean plane, an integer k and a positive num-ber �.Output: A 3-restrited Steiner tree T with at most k Steiner points.Step 1. Call the ratio-2 approximation algorithm for BSTP from [10℄ and obtain a numberX as the length of the longest edge.Step 2. For B = X2 ; X2 (1 + �); X2 (1 + 2�); � � � ; X2 (1 + �� d1� e) do:Step 2.1. Construt a weighted hypergraph H3(V; F;w) ([11℄).9



Step 2.2. Call the randomized algorithm from [7℄ to ompute a minimum spanning tree Tfor H3(V; F;w).Step 3. Consider the solution T 0 of the smallest B suh that w(T 0) � k.Step 4. Replae every edge f of the minimum spanning tree T 0 on H3(V; F;w) with aSteiner tree with w(f) Steiner points suh that the maximum length of eah edge in thetree is at most B, and output the obtained tree.Thee work in [11℄ analyses the polynomial running time of this algorithm.4 ConlusionsEÆient energy management is an important issue in the design of wireless networks withbattery-powered nodes. For appliations where replaing drained batteries is not feasible,extending the network lifetime by prolonging the network onnetivity, may signify thesuess or failure of a mission. Existing methods for improving energy onsumption arebased on omputing optimal ows, transmission sheduling or power-aware routing.In this paper we present an approximation algorithm for the NP-omplete bottlenekSteiner tree problem in the Eulidean plane, and we prove a p3+ � performane ratio. Theoutput of the polynomial-time algorithm onsists of a Steiner tree with n �xed terminalnodes and up to k Steiner nodes suh that the length of the longest edge in the tree isminimized. This algorithm helps designing power-eÆient wireless networks by omputingthe loation of maximum k additional ommuniation relay nodes so that the resultingspanning tree of at most n + k nodes minimizes the length of the longest edge. Thus, thetransmission power for the longest link is minimized, and, as a result, the time until the�rst node drains its battery and stops transmitting, breaking the network onnetivity, isprolonged.AknowledgmentsWe thank Li Xueliang for double heking the alulation of the derivatives in the proofof Theorem 1.Lusheng Wang is fully supported by HK CERG Grant 9040351. Xu Baogang is sup-ported in part by NSFC.Referenes[1℄ D. Chen, D.-Z. Du, X. Hu, G. Lin, L. Wang and G. Xue, "Approximations for Steinertrees with minimum number of Steiner points", Journal of Global Optimization, vol.10
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